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Abstract— The object of this paper is to develop an emotion
recognition system that analysis the motion trajectory of the eye
and gives the response on appraisal emotion. The emotion
recognition solution is based on the data gathering using head
mounted eye tracking device. The participants of experimental
investigation were provided with a visual stimulus (PowerPoint
slides) and the emotional feedback was determined by the
combination of eye tracking device and emotion recognition
software. The stimulus was divided in four groups by the emotion
that should be triggered in the human, i.e., neutral, disgust,
exhilaration and excited. Some initial experiments and the data
on the recognition accuracy of the emotion from eye motion
trajectory are provided along with the description of
implemented algorithms.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Recently emotional analysis has become an important line
of research in human computer interaction (HCI), virtual
human [1] or creating domestic robots [19] emotional agents
[11]. Emotion recognition is one type of sentiment analysis that
focuses on identifying the emotion in images of facial
expression, measurements of heart rates, EEG, etc [3], [20].
Automatic recognition of emotion from the natural eye motions
is an open research challenge due to the inherent ambiguity in
eye motion related to certain emotion [2]. Various techniques
have been proposed for emotion recognition. They include an
emotion lexicon, facial expression models, EEG measurements
with combination of knowledge-based approaches.
Humans interact with each other mostly by speech.
However, regular human speech is often enriched with certain
emotions. Emotions are expressed by visual, vocal and other
physiological ways. There is evidence that certain emotion
skills are part of what is called human intelligence that helps to
understand better each other [18]. There exist an old saying
“the eyes are the mirror of the human soul”. The facial
expressions is only one of the ways to display an emotion, the
emotion can be deduced from the eye gaze [4], [5]. If there
exist a need for more affective human-computer interaction,
recognizing of the emotional state from his or her face could

prove to be an invaluable tool. The accurate emotion
recognition is important in the field of the virtual human
design, which should be with lively facial expression and
behaviours, present motivated responses, to environment and
intensifying their interaction with human users.
Eye-tracking can be especially useful investigating the
behaviour of the individuals with physical and psychological
disorders. Such studies typically focus on the processing of
emotional stimuli, suggesting that eye-tracking techniques have
the potential to offer insight into the downstream difficulties in
everyday social interaction which such individual’s experience
[6], [7]. Studies such as [5], [8], [10] describe how eye analysis
can be used to understand human behaviour, the relationship
between pupil responses and social attitudes and behaviours,
and how it might be useful for diagnostic and therapeutic
purposes.
The emotional part closely correlates to the eye based HCIs
[10], [11], [12]. For example it is known, that increases in the
size of the pupil of the eye have been found to accompany the
viewing of emotionally toned or interesting visual stimuli.
Emotional stimuli may also be used to attract the user’s
attention and then divert to a control scheme of a HCI [9], [12].
E.g., eye tracking can be used to record visual fixation in
nearly real-time to investigate whether individuals show a
positivity effect in their visual attention to emotional
information [13], [16], [17]. Different viewing patterns can be
detected using strongly stimulant pictures, as in the study [14],
[15].
This paper describes a system that uses a machine learning
algorithm such as artificial neural network in order to detect
four emotions: (a) neutral, (b) disgust, (c) funny and (d)
interested from the eye motions. The text bellow presents our
work on the development of emotional HCI. The proposed
emotional status determination solution is presented based on
the data gathering from visual sensors, providing the
participants with a visual stimulus (strongly stimulant slides).
Some initial experiments and the data on the recognition
accuracy of the emotional state based on the gaze tracking are
provided along with the description of implemented
algorithms.
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II.

TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF EMOTION
RECOGNITION METHOD
Our gaze tracking device is shown in the figure 1 (left). It
consists of one mini video camera that is directed to the user’s
eye and it records the eye images. Next to the camera the
infrared (IR) light source is attached which illuminates the
users eye. The camera is design to capture the user’s eye in the
IR light. Such illumination does not disturb the user, because it
is invisible for the naked human eye and gives mostly stable IR
luminosity. The eye image captured in the near infrared light
always shows dark (black) pupil that is caused by the
absorption of infrared light of the eye tissues. Thus, the task of
pupil detection can be limited or simplified to the searching
goal of the dark and round region in the image. The camera and
IR led is fixed on the ordinary eye glasses. Video camera is
connected to the personal computer through USB port.
Computer records the eye images, estimates the pupil size and
coordinates, and draws the attention maps.

, when current diameter of the object is smaller than the
possible limits of the pupil size [Rmin Rmax] and otherwise 
is decreased by step  if these limits are exceed. Where Rmin
– is the minimal pupil size and Rmax – is the maximal pupil
size. These parameters are measured in image pixels. The
variation limits of the pupil size of the human eye are taken
according to analytical research [25]. The threshold value does
not change if current measurement r is between limits. The
rough pupil center (coordinates Cx and Cy) is computed in the
next step. Used notations: N, M – the number of columns and
rows of the eye image, d(i,j) – Euclidean distance between two
candidate points, x, y – the coordinates of the candidate pixels,
flag and count – is used for iteration purposes and  - standard
deviation of Euclidean distances. More about eye tracking
algorithm is published in [12]. The schematic pseudo code of
the proposed eye tracking method is shown in the tables 1 and
2.
TABLE I.

The constant adaptation of the eye pupil to the random
variation of the illumination condition and different pupil sizes
between user groups are the main challenges for any gaze
tracking algorithm. In this work we propose the algorithm
which is differ from well known method such as Circular
Hough Transform or Viola-Jones. First method is based on the
voting procedure that is carried out in a parameter space, from
which circle candidate is obtained as local maxima in so called
accumulator space. When the pupil size or circle diameter is
unknown, the algorithm based on the Hough transform
computes the accumulator space for every possible circle size
and the circle candidate is obtained as global maxima. Such
computation task takes relatively a lot of time. Viola-Jones
based object tracking algorithm is capable to tracking the
object of any shape and size based on the learned features.
Unfortunately, it cannot be used when accurate measurements
of the pupil size are required. Proposed pupil detection
algorithm is based on adaptive thresholding of grayscale
image. It enables the precise detection of pupil in the different
layers of gray color, regardless of how the lightening is
changing. The diameter measurement of the dark region is
compared with the limits of the possible minimal and maximal
pupil size.

THE PROPOSED ALGORITHMS FOR EYE PUPIL TRACKING
AND REGISTRATION

Pupil detection based on adaptive gray level threshold
1 //The pupil center is extracted in the grayscale image of the
eye (u,v), where u,v  N,M
2 while (flag = 0) do
3
//Collect candidate points
4
count = count +1, k = 0;
5
for u, v  N, M do
6
if (u, v)   then
7
k = k + 1, xk = u, yk = v;
8
for i, j  k do
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

//Make measurements of the point cloud

//Verify the conditions
if Rmin < r < Rmax then, flag = 1,
else if Rmin > r then,  =  + 
else if Rmax > r then,  =  - 

TABLE II.

THE PSEUDO CODE FOR ACCURATE DETECTION OF PUPIL
CENTER

Our gaze tracking algorithm finds the rough pupil center in
the iterative manner and it executes the logical indexing on the
gray level image using certain threshold of grayness value,
which is variable (adaptive). The algorithm is preceded in two
major steps. The rough pupil center is obtained in the first, and
the accurate coordinates and the diameter of the pupil is
obtained in the next step. The detection of the pupil is executed
in the region of interest (sliding window) that is defined by
three parameters Length, Width and the center coordinates (Cx,
Cy) .All logical indexing operations are executed in the region
of interest. At the detection beginning, the center of eye image
is used as starting position for the region. All other positions
are defined by located pupil center in the last frame. The values
of all pixels which are higher than threshold are equalized to
one, otherwise to zero. The threshold  is increased or reduced
from the default gray level value  according to certain
conditions which are defined by the current measured diameter
r of the object of interest. The threshold  is increased by step

Accurate pupil center detection
1 //Accurate pupil center
of the point cloud xk
and yk is computed using nonlinear least squares approach
2 //Perform data filtration on the candidate points
3
//Collect candidate points
4
5
6
for i  k do
7
if
then
8
9
//Fit smallest surrounding circle to the filtrated data
10
11
12
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The computational actions of the proposed algorithm, taken
for pupil detection, are shown in the figure 1. The threshold 
is iteratively changed and the distance between two extremities
of the selected pixels is measured. These pixels usually
appeared in opposite direction from each other. The pixels are
marked with lighter color in figure 1. The threshold value is
decreased from 130 to 120 gray level and the same
measurements are applied to the new selected pixels. Gray
threshold is reduced until the distance between extremities is in
the possible variation range of the pupil size. The grayness
value was reduced to 90 of the gray level in this case. If
selected pixels do not satisfy the predefined condition then  is
changed. The threshold is increased when the distance between
two extremities is smaller than minimum limit of the pupil size
variation and decreased when this distance exceeds predefined
maximum limit. The least square method is applied to selected
pixels and the new accurate pupil center is obtained. The
possibility of the proposed algorithm to change the threshold
value adaptively overcomes several detection difficulties, such
as, the variation of an ambient luminosity, constantly adapting
pupil size and noise.

Fig. 2. The ANN model and hardware implementation of experimental
investigation

Our experimental emotion detection system is illustrated in
figure 2. In addition to the gaze tracking hardware/software the
system runs the proprietary real-time emotion analysis toolkit
based on an Artificial Neural Networks. We have implemented
a 3 layer ANN: consists of 8 neurons, the second of 3 neurons
and the output layer of 1 neuron. ANN networks have a
variable input number and are trained based on 3 features: the
size of the pupil, ant the position of the pupil (coordinates x, y)
and motion speed  of the eye. For each emotional state we
develop different neural network. The artificial neural network
can be described using the following formulas:
; (1)

Fig. 1. The process of the adaptively changing threshold

Most eye movement is executed without awareness, i.e.,
there is no voluntary control. A sufficient amount of studies
worldwide prove an interrelation between pupil size, pupil
motions and a person's cognitive load or stress. The eye
movements and the size of eye pupil strongly depend on the
various factors of the environment and mental state of person.
To recognize in which mental state is the person, the authors of
this article have developed an eye pupil analysis system that is
based on application of artificial neural network (ANN). The
relation between measured inputs and the emotional human
states is not known precisely, i.e., is it linear or nonlinear.
Therefore, in the problems when linear decision hyper-planes
are no longer feasible, an input space is mapped into a feature
using hidden layers of the neural network. The mathematical
model based on ANN is selected in order to construct a nonlinear classifier.

;

(2)

;

(3)





where, t – is the current sample, X – the input vector of the
artificial neural network, y – output,
– weights of the
neural network, d – is the diameter of the recognized pupil,
and are the coordinates of the pupil center and is the
speed of eye pupil motion. Decision is made by selecting
maximal value from four outputs of the artificial neural
networks.
III.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP, INVESTIGATION AND RESULTS

At this initial stage of the evaluation we have chosen to
analyze 4 very common emotions: neutral (regural, typical
state), disgust, funny state and interest state. The emotion
analysis system was evaluated on 30 people (20 males, 10
females, age ranging from 24 to 42). All participants were
presented with a close-up (field-of-view consisted mostly of
the display) PowerPoint slideshow consisted of various
photographs sorted on the type of emotion they were supposed
to invoke (the playback time limit was 3 minutes for each of
the emotional photo collection (same number of photos for
each emotion)). The images were selected based on consulting
with expert of human psychology. Up to 30 samples (pupil
size, and x, y coordinates) are recorded during the one second.
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In total there is more than 600 thousands of samples (Number
of participants * Number of emotions * Minutes per emotion *
Number of seconds * Number of per samples per second)
which where divided in to training and testing data in the
proportions respectively, 40% and 60%.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 3. The examples of visual stimulus which should invoke in the person
four different emotions: a) neutral, b) disgust, c) interest and d) funny states.

After each set of emotional pictures there were 30 second
pauses in the automated slideshow. During the experiment we
have registered the size of the pupil, the coordinates of the
center of the pupil in the video frame, as well as movement
speed and acceleration. Figure 4 illustrates the fragment of the
experimental analysis (6 people) on the size variation of eye
pupil based on a current emotion (on the left) and size
dispersion of eye pupil based on a current emotion (on the
right).

Fig. 4. The bar graph of relationship between average pupil size and the
emotional reaction of the person (left), relationship between standard
deviation of pupil size and emotional reaction (right).

The figure confirms the fact that the changes of the
emotional stage can be recorded by observation of the small
eye movements and the variation of the human eye pupil.
Different emotional stimuli evoked different pupil sizes to
different participant. For example, the pupil size of the first
participant who was stimulated by the neutral visual stimulus is

28% bigger that pupil size that was measured when participant
was stimulated with interested stimulus (see fig. 4 left). The
right figure 4 shows the relation between variation of the pupil
size in the time and the emotional stimulus.
The humans emotionally react differently to the different
visual emotional stimulus. There can be, that one person feels
the same emotions when he observes neutral stimulus and,
another person, when he is stimulated with a funny stimulus.
Every person interprets differently the emotional stimuli based
on the life experience, emotional state at the beginning of the
experiment. The correct answer cannot be given concerning on
the automatically recognized emotion based only on the pupil
size and variations, because pupil size can be affected by the
general illumination, stress, physiological human properties
and starting emotional status. Proposed emotion sensitive
system uses not only information about the eye pupil size, but
the classification features are enriched with the coordinates and
motion speed.
Figures 5 and 6 illustrates an attention maps, which is
computed based on the coordinate variation of the eye pupil
center in the two dimensional space (measurement unit –
normalized pixels). The attention map consists of green circle
which radius depends on the time spent to observe certain part
of the visual stimuli and the certain coordinates of the attention
point. The attention map of the first participant is shown in the
figure 4 and in the figure 6 the attention map of the second
participant is shown. Overall registration period of the center of
eye pupil is divided into four parts based on the shown
emotional stimuli. The attention map shown in the figure 5 is
computed from the data when participant were stimulated with
a) neutral, b) disgust, c) funny and d) interested visual stimuli.

Fig. 5. The average variation of the attention point of the first experiment
participant when he was stimulated with a) neutral, b) disgust, c) funny and d)
interested stimuli

From the attention maps can be noticed, that the main
attention concentration points are spread differently in two
dimensional space due the different emotional stimulation. The
attention points correlates with felt human emotion. The
distribution of the attention points rely on the shown content of
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the visual information and the arrangement information on the
screen. For example, all participants of the experimental
investigation tend to avoid certain part of the disgust images.
The high distribution of the attention points has the data
acquired during emotional stimulation using neutral images
(see fig. 5a). The natural nature such as mountains and forest is
captured in the recent visual stimuli; therefore, it can partly
explain such big distribution of the attention points. The
attention map of the second participant is slightly different in
comparison with the attention maps of the first participant.
When second participant was stimulated with the neutral
stimulus, he was less concentrated then, when he was
stimulated with funny stimulus (see fig. 6 a and c). It depends
on the person’s individuality, i.e., he finds that the funny
stimulus is more interested (that shows the overlapping
attention points in the figure 6c).

Fig. 7. The relationship between average speed of pupil motion and the
emotional stimuli

Figure 8a illustrates the functional relationship between the
number of feature samples and the recognition accuracy of
different emotions. The overall best recognition accuracy
(~90%) was achieved when we used 18 samples per feature.
This means that the system can determine the emotion with a 2
second delay with approximately 10 % of deviation. The
functional relationship shown in the figure 8a represents the
accuracy graph of the one participant. The bar graph shown in
the figure 8b represents the average recognition accuracy along
the participants. Each bar represents the recognition rate for
different emotion. Best recognition accuracy (90.27%) is
reached when funny emotion is classified. Up to 16% of
recognition fault is generated when system recognize the
neutral emotion.

Fig. 6. An illustration of the average variation of the attention point of the
second experiment participant when he was stimulated with a) neutral, b)
disgust, c) funny and d) interested stimuli

Figure 7 illustrates the variation of the typical movement
speed of eye pupil (a fragment of 6 persons) depending on the
emotional stimuli. The motion speed of the eye pupil is
measured in the pixels per second. The motion speed is
presented on the vertical axis and the ID of the experiment
participant is presented on the horizontal axis. The different
color of the curve represents the different emotional stimuli. As
it was with the variation of the pupil size, the motion speed
depends on the person, on his starting emotional status, life
experience and etc. For example, the motion speeds which
were computed for the first participant differs in the relatively
small range, i.e., up to 10%. While, the motion speeds of the
sixth participant differs more than 46%. Such big difference
may appear because of different cognitive capabilities,
curiosity or usefulness of the presented information for the
person (see fig. 7).

(a)

(b)
Fig. 8. The functional relationship between recognition accuracy and the
number of samples per feature (a) and the bar graph of average accuracy (b)
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Experimental investigation has approved the fact, that the
emotional state is individual and it depends on the persons
cognitive perceptions. Although, it is possible to design a
system based on the computational intelligence to recognize
and detect certain emotional state of the human. The results of
the experiments have shown that it is possible to detect the
certain emotional state with up to 90% of recognition accuracy.
Best recognition accuracy (90.27%) is reached when funny
emotion is classified. Up to 16% of recognition fault is
generated when system recognize the neutral emotion. The
system can determine the emotion with a 2 second delay with
approximately 10 % of deviation in average. Therefore,
emotion recognition system uses 18 time samples per feature.

[5]

Future work will involve the application of remote eye
tracking system that should allow recording more natural
emotional responses to the visual and audio stimulation. There
exist more than four emotional conditions; therefore, the multiclass problem will be solved using support vector machine and
decision trees.
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